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Abstract. Sudden-onset emergencies such as natural or man-made disasters
bring uncertainties in which time-critical information needs emerge from formal
response organizations, affected communities and other concerned population [2].
The growing adaption of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
and Social Networks such as Twitter, Facebook has created numerous opportunities to disseminate and consume critical information during an on-going
situation. However, time-critical analysis of high-velocity social media streams
containing high-volume data involves solving multiple challenges including realtime parsing of brief and informal messages, handling information overload issues, and classifying [3], summarizing [10, 9], and prioritizing different types of
information.
Time-Critical Analysis of Live Streams: Live data analysis (online processing) is usually performed over a stream of data relevant to the event, often
provided in real-time or with a short delay. The trade-off between retrospective
and real-time data analysis is a matter of accuracy versus latency. However,
in time-critical situations, the urgency with which the output of an analysis is
required remains high, thus online algorithms using stream processing architectures can play a vital role in supporting real-time decision-making [3, 8].
Crowdsourced Stream Processing (CSP): A significant drawback of traditional stream processing systems is that they rely entirely on automated algorithms of data processing, and as such they are limited by the processing
capabilities of these algorithms. Indeed, it is often the case that data stream to
be processed is imprecise, highly variable and previously unseen, yet the decision
based on this data needs to be made in real-time. In this case, automated processing on its own may produce undesirable results, harming the decision-making
process it needs to support. CSP systems that combine high-speed processing
with human intelligence can produce better and accurate results as compared to
traditional stream processing techniques [5].
Handling Evolving Social Media Streams: An emerging challenge in the
online classification of social media data streams is to keep the categories used
for classification up-to-date [1]. Identification of novel concepts in an online supervised classification setting demands iteration over past observed data items,
while due to the infinite length property of data streams, it is impractical to store
past data. Approaches employing unsupervised techniques and human-experts
could potentially be useful [4].
Domain Adaptation and Transfer Learning: Scarcity of labeled data at
the onset of a crisis delays machine learning processes. Past events labeled data
(e.g., [6]) can be employed to train more robust machine learning models using

domain adaptation (for same/similar tasks) or transfer learning (for novel tasks)
techniques [7].
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